
If you are like many subscription marketers today, 
you hand off important creative assignments to a 
copywriter. He or she comes up with the creative 

strategy, writes the copy, and then at some point a designer 
is involved to do the typesetting and whatever-the-heck 
else designers do to spiff things up.

But this isn’t how marketing creative is done everywhere. 
Look at advertising agencies. They have long promoted a tight 
integration between copywriter and designer (ad agencies call 
their designers “art directors”) where both work together in 
synergy from project start to finish.

Even that, however, doesn’t guarantee an optimal integration 
of copy and design. Before starting my own creative shop, 
I cut my teeth working at many of the big direct marketing 
ad agencies in Manhattan and I saw it firsthand: copywriters 
justifying their existence by over-writing, and designers 
justifying their existence by over-designing. (I have always been 
a serious writer and a serious designer, so I believe I’m in a 
position to objectively make this observation.)

To see non-integrated copy and design for yourself…

Have a look through your mailbox – did you get a subscription 
marketing package today? (Or any direct mail package will do.) 
Open it up and you’re likely to find some of these telltale signs 
of non-integrated copy and design:

• Look for gratuitous graphic rules, color bars, arbitrary 
shapes, and unnecessary design ditties. Ask yourself why they 
are there and what purpose they might serve. The answer, I 
will submit, is they most likely serve the purpose of justifying 
the designer’s project fee. After all, what incentive does a lone 
designer have to refrain from designing for the overall good of 
the piece?

• Look for endlessly long and rambling copy. That’s what can 
happen when an unchecked copywriter feels the need to deliver 
a large amount of words in order to give a client their money’s 
worth. Or even worse: headlines with clever puns and wordplay, 
though I innocently like to think that most seasoned copywriters 
know better.

• Look for a circus-like onslaught of desperate screaming 
copy. A mishmash of type fonts in many different sizes, colors 
and styles, all simultaneously fighting for your attention – all 
usually shove-packed into every last drop of the allotted space. 
This kind of creative anarchy is dis-integrative and indicates the 
lack of a unifying concept or strategy.

Two simple insert card examples.

I’ve chosen to show two humble insert cards to demonstrate 
integrated copywriting and design creative: 
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Example 1 – Rolling Stone Insert Bind-In, Control: 

   At first look one might think this insert is primarily a 
copywriter’s execution. But notice how we created this bind-
in to entirely serve the higher authority of an original concept. 
Targeting Rolling Stone’s irreverent audience, the card stands 
out by deadpanning its pitch in a world of screaming insert 
cards. The execution is a concerted effort of disarmingly polite 
(yet still persuasive) copy working in unison with bare bones 
(yet carefully and lovingly executed) design.

 Example 2 – Advertising Age Insert Blow-In, Control: 

    This idea would probably not occur to a non-visual copywriter 
working solo. Notice how the picture and the copy dovetail to 
serve the overarching concept, which speaks directly to jaded 
advertising professionals – and all the while the offer and 
savings are totally hyped!

To be sure, we’ve shown very conceptual cards because they 
more easily illustrate creative integration, but the same principles 

If you’re interested, please use this card to get Rolling Stone for
a whole year at just $12.97– that works out to be only 50¢ an issue.
An excellent deal. In fact, it’s the guaranteed lowest price offered.

Aren’t you glad
this card
didn’t fall out
all over you
while you were
enjoying the
magazine?
Notice how it’s just sitting quietly
over there. Attached. Behaving.
Patiently waiting. And barely
whispering an offer that’s got to
be hard to refuse: A year of
Rolling Stone (26 good issues)
for only $12.97– a great deal,
presented in a nice, polite way.

Name ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________________________________________________ Apt.__________________

City ________________________________________________________________________________________State________________Zip __________________

Bill me Payment enclosed

6905NA

Allow 4 - 6 weeks for del ivery of f i rst issue.
Annual cover price is $ 75.90. You get 2 Double
Issues; each counts as 2 of your 26 yearly issues.

44B31

For fastest service Call:1(800)678-9595.

Good price! Enter my subscription
to Advertising Age at just $89 for an entire
year (51 weekly issues). I save $38 off the
$127cover price. Guarantee: A full refund
on all unmailed copies if I want to cancel.

Okay, okay. As a savvy marketer you drive a 
hard bargain. But we can’t go any lower than this.

Name__________________________________________________

Title ___________________________________________________

Company ______________________________________________
Business or 
Home Address _______________________________________

City/State/Zip ___________________________________________

Phone ______________________ Fax________________________( )( )



hold true for straightforward “Save 50%”-type of cards.

Even for a simple voucher, or a plain letter – where it’s easy 
to think “what else can one do to it?” –  there is nothing but 
opportunity to maximize communication effectiveness through 
copy and design integration. 

So how can you inspire more integration from your 
creative vendors?

After all, you can’t afford to retain a big ad agency with your 
relatively modest budget.

I’m sorry to report that there’s no easy answer. The 
phenomenon of non-integrated copy and design is rampant and 
especially entrenched in the world of subscription marketing 
creative. But I believe it’s always worth the effort to shake 
things up for the sake of reaching new levels of efficacy in your 
marketing efforts.

So what can you do? I’d start by asking your copywriter how 
he or she feels about the issue, and then you can gauge their 
response. If they seem overly defensive about the topic, then ask 
other copywriters until you find one who more fully embraces 
the idea – and then perhaps invite them to create a test for a 
small project.

In my own experience, and in that of my clients, the results 
of an integrated approach to copywriting and design have 
consistently proven to be beyond successful. 

Todd Lerner Advertising specializes in direct marketing
creative for clients that include Time Inc., Disney,
The Financial Times, Radisson, Condé Nast, Rodale,
Columbia House, Hearst, Smithsonian, and others. Feel free
to email Todd with questions or comments about this article:
todd@toddlerneradvertising.com
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Why Harvard 
Health Publications 
Includes Press 
Releases In Its Email 
Marketing Mix

arvard Health Publications makes its email newsletter 
subscribers feel like privileged members of the fourth 
estate. 

As part of its email marketing strategy, the publisher sends out 
only four email messages monthly, often mailing a modification 
of its press releases to the 50,000 subscribers to HEALTHbeat, 
its free email newsletter. 

“The feedback we got when we started mailing press releases 
to our subscribers was overwhelmingly positive,” say Ed 
Coburn, Publishing Director, Harvard Health Publications. 
“People love the press release format. We told subscribers 
that they’re getting the press release at the same time we’re 
sending it out to the media. When you’re Harvard Medical 
School, there’s an assumed importance to it. People are 
predisposed to read it.” 

Press releases figure prominently in the publisher’s email 
marketing strategy. Each newsletter generates at least one press 
release monthly, and additional press releases announce the 
publication of various special health reports. 

Syndicated articles that appear on other publisher’s 
websites, such as MSN.com <http://www.msn.com/>  and 
Newsweek.com <http://www.newsweek.com/> , often 
refer back to health.harvard.edu <http://health.harvard.
edu/> , providing thousands of additional valuable 
incoming links that enhance search engine optimization 
and drive additional online traffic to the Harvard websites. 
According to Mr. Coburn, about 30-40 percent of the 
traffic to health.harvard.edu <http://health.harvard.edu/>  
arrives via these routes. 

A more significant amount of traffic comes to the site via organic 
search, Mr. Coburn says, because users tend to search at Google 
or Yahoo or MSN.com by illness or drug name, rather than at a 
specific health-related website. 

So, as part of its email marketing strategy, the publisher 
also works to optimize its press releases for search engine 
optimization.

Kim Mateus is Editor & Publisher of Mequoda Daily and 
Library. She can be reached by phone at 800-901-3556 or via 
email at kim@mequoda.com.
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